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Our heritage in the building and paving stone industries 
gives us a deep understanding of the products and the 
wide range of innovative applications. 

The list of benefits and uses is almost endless. These 
products present a truly revolutionary way of using and 
working with natural stone that simply has not been 
possible before.

Our natural stone products are obtained from quarries 
around the world and split from real slate. Sourcing our 
products from different geographical locations results in 
a stunning, natural product available in a colour to suit 
every application.

It’s real, beautiful, natural stone. What’s more, it bends!

Natural Stone Veneer Limited was 
formed in 2013 with an exclusive 
licence to introduce these unique and 
incredibly exciting products into the 
United Kingdom and Ireland. 
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OUR INTERNATIONAL PEDIGREE
RICHTER Furniertechnik of Germany was founded in 1984 and has more 
than 30 years’ experience in the veneer industry, successfully expanding 

internationally and a source of innovative ideas and flexible solutions.

The German Design Council awarded the prize 
“Design Plus” to RICHTER for its innovative 

product NanoStone.

The Italian International Forum Design in 
cooperation with the Italian design association 

awarded the M TECHNOLOGY AWARD  
to RICHTER: NanoStone was recognised 

with the GOLD award for special design and 
innovative performance.

The official award from 2009, 2010, and 2011 
to the 100 most innovative companies shows 
that RICHTER Furniertechnik is one of the TOP 

100 innovators in Germany.

INTERNATIONAL AWARD WINNERS
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BendyStone. Everything you’d 
expect from a top quality veneer. 
But it’s real stone!

NanoStone. Quite simply the 
world’s thinnest real stone.

Available in 12 stunning colours each with a distinctive, 
individual pattern, BendyStone is the result of applying 
German skill, knowhow and technology to one of 
nature’s oldest and most enduring materials.

Only 2mm thin, BendyStone is causing excitement and 
bringing innovative thinking to architects, designers, 
builders and developers in a huge range of ways.

Because of its unbelievable bendiness, BendyStone can 
be used in applications previously undreamt of. Pillars, 
walls, ceilings, columns, furniture, luggage and more –  
can now all be made to look absolutely stunning, 
clothed in the beauty of real stone.

As light as a feather to handle, install and in use, 
NanoStone can be thermo-formed, three-dimensionally 
formed or wrapped. It will also conform to a radius as 
small as 2mm.

Just imagine the infinite applications – furniture, 
construction, automotive, marine, airline, and interior 
design; not to mention luggage, handbags and textiles. 
We’ve even made clothing with NanoStone!
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MicroStone. Real stone texture 
and appearance in an incredibly 
thin veneer.

iLumiStone. Real stone  
that lets you see the light.

Unique MicroStone brings amazing flexibility with 
real stone texture and profile. Even thinner than our 
BendyStone range, MicroStone offers an even wider 
range of opportunities in use.

But, it is still real stone and creates even more 
opportunities many of which were previously quite 
simply inconceivable.

MicroStone is available in 12 striking colours all of 
which deliver the natural beauty of real stone.

Its natural beauty can be transformed with back lighting 
into a thing of genuine, breathtaking splendour.

iLumiStone enables a degree of design freedom 
formerly unimaginable.

But there’s so much more to iLumiStone.

iLumiStone is available in 12 spectacular colours which 
deliver the natural beauty and texture of real stone but 
with the extra magic of translucence.
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AUTUMN 
A rich, multi-hued stone with the 
sumptuous look of marble

TARA RED 
Luxurious and opulent evoking 
images of classical architecture

AUTUMN WHITE 
A bright, inviting veneer with 
memories of sandstone

COPPER 
Vivid, metallic finish for a striking 
visual effect

CALIFORNIA GOLD 
Deep grey colour augmented  
by seams of purest gold  
running though

ZEERA GREEN 
A deep, moody appearance with 
natural overtones reflected in its 
surface

MULTICOLOUR 
A variegated natural stone veneer 
giving a strong, solid finish

OCEAN 
Classic stone colour enhanced by 
echoes of its history

All our real stone veneer products are created 
from completely natural stone which has no 

need for artificial additives or colours.
We offer up to 12 stunning colours each with 

a distinctive, individual pattern.
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SILVER SHINE  
A bright and vigorous surface with 
superb light-reflecting properties

BLACK LINE 
Intense, slate-like appearance 
with hints of paler seams within

GALAXY 
A vibrant, sparkling graphite 
veneer with the impression of 
depths unseen

SOUTH BLACK 
A powerful, intense veneer for an 
influential and professional finish

Anyone looking to add a top quality 
finish with a striking appearance and 
unrivalled flexibility in use now has a 
new opportunity with our incredible 
range of real stone veneer products.

All our natural stone veneer range is 
exactly that. It is real stone so thin and 
flexible you can use it anywhere.

Let your imagination take inspiration 
from the flexibility in design and 
flexibility in use that our unique real 
stone products offer. 

These pictures are for guidelines only and are intended to provide a simple 
indication of the colour, style, texture, variation and appearance of the stone.  
As with all natural stone products, variations in colour and texture will occur. 
Standard sheet size for BS, MS, IS is 1220mm x 610mm / Standard sheet size for 
NS is 1200mm x 600mm
Larger sheet sizes are available in certain colours to a maximum sheet size of 
2800mm x 1250mm. 

Waistcoat using NanoStone
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Natural Stone Veneer is exactly that. It is real stone so thin 
and flexible you can use it anywhere.

Just imagine the flexibility in design and flexibility in use 
that our unique real stone products offer.

Phone:  0843 289 8741

Email:  info@naturalstoneveneer.co.uk

Meadow Lane, Ellesmere Port, Wirral, CH65 4EA
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